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SUMMARY

A one pass method for counting Range Mean Pair cycles is described. The Range Mean Pair Table which is used to represent the data generated by the method is considered with reference to its use in fatigue analysis.
**ABSTRACT**

A one pass method for counting Range Mean Pair cycles is described. The Range Mean Pair Table which is used to represent the data generated by the method is considered with reference to its use in fatigue analysis.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The interpretation of loading environment remains fundamental to many fields of fatigue investigation:

(1) life estimation;
(2) fatigue test load selection;
(3) comparison of load spectra and damage estimates between aircraft, mission type etc.;
(4) load spectra prediction for future aircraft design;
(5) sequence analysis;
(6) crack growth analysis.

Of all the cycle counting methods that exist for this purpose\textsuperscript{1} \textsuperscript{5} the Rainflow and Range Mean Pair methods are deemed the most generally useful from a theoretical point of view because both identify load cycles in terms of the stable cyclic stress-strain behaviour of the material concerned (i.e. turning points are paired that define closed hysteresis loops).\textsuperscript{5} \textsuperscript{9} However, although simpler by definition, the multipass characteristic of existing range mean pair methods has meant that they are less efficient than the one pass rainflow method for use on other than short load records.

The present paper describes a one pass method for counting range mean pair cycles that can be applied to complex load histories of unspecified lengths. The storage of range mean pair data is also discussed with particular attention to the benefits afforded by recording such information in a table. It should be noted that where load is referred to in this paper, strain, normal load factor, stress, bending moment etc., are equally applicable.

2. CYCLE DEFINITION

The basic method for the extraction of range mean pairs from a given load history is given in Reference 2 and is summarized below:

The method is to select and remove from a time ordered list of load maxima and minima (turning points), the adjacent pair having the smallest absolute difference. This is repeated until all possible pairs are removed. Each pair is then considered to constitute the peak and trough of one load cycle for which a mean and alternating load can be determined.

Though extremely simple, this procedure has an obvious limitation: it obtains only one range mean pair for each pass through a given record and thus cannot be efficiently applied to long complex histories in this form.

However, an immediate start to reducing the number of passes required is made when it is seen that this minimum difference definition identifies cycles which constitute perturbations of other larger cycles (i.e. turning points which relate to closed stress-strain hysteresis loops) and that a test based on this may be used to detect more than one range mean pair per pass. From Figure 1 it can be seen that a perturbation test may be expressed so:

for a sequence of four turning points (TP's) denoted $TP(k \rightarrow 3)$, $TP(k \rightarrow 2)$, $TP(k \rightarrow 1)$, $TP(k)$ if

$$
| TP(k \rightarrow 3) - TP(k \rightarrow 2) | < | TP(k \rightarrow 1) - TP(k \rightarrow 2) | \leq | TP(k) - TP(k \rightarrow 1) |
$$

\text{equation (A)}

the cycle $TP(k \rightarrow 2)$, $TP(k \rightarrow 1)$ constitutes a range mean pair. This will hitherto be referred to as the 'four point test'.

By advancing through the load history and considering four turning points at a time, using (A), the number of range mean pairs obtained per pass is increased although several passes are still required to process the entire load history. The refinement necessary to obtain complete processing in a single pass is realized when (A) is used repetitively as follows:

As each turning point is passed it is loaded into a turning point stack and equation (A) used to test if it identifies the previous two turning points in the stack as a range mean pair.
If a range mean pair is not detected the next turning point in the load history is loaded into the stack and the process repeated until a range mean pair is found. When this occurs the range mean pair turning points are removed from the stack, the gap closed and equation (A) used again to detect as many range mean pairs as possible e.g. if the turning point TP(A) identifies the turning points [TP(k - 1), TP(k - 2)] as a range mean pair it may similarly detect the turning points [TP(k - 3), TP(k - 4)] as a range mean pair and so on. The sequence of points for which this repetitive pairing occurs is shown in Figure 2.

In this way cycle counting proceeds through the load history with the turning point stack being progressively loaded and emptied.

In the preceding it has been shown that a four point test can be used to process a load history in a single pass. However, it can be demonstrated that the single pass characteristic itself is conducive to a further improvement in the actual test for a range mean pair.

Consider Figure 3 where the second sequence of Figure 1 has been reproduced. The four point test (equation A) would pair TP(k -1), TP(k - 2) as before. Now suppose that the same situation exists except that the TP(k - 3) is in a different position such as in Figure 3b. In this instance the one pass four point procedure would not reach TP(k) with the given sequence undisturbed since it should have removed the pair TP(k - 3), TP(k - 2) when it reached TP(k - 1). Thus the turning point TP(k - 3) can only lie where it is depicted in Figure 3a (i.e. below the load values of TP(k - 2) and TP(k - 1)) if it is to remain in the history unpaired when the four point one pass method reaches TP(k). Hence the use of the fourth point, TP(k - 3) is unnecessary in this situation and only the right hand portion of equation (A) need be used as the range pair test (hereafter called the three point test). The same argument applies to the mirror image of Figure 3 if “below” is replaced by “above” so that the three point test suffices for all cases. The decision to use either the four point or three point test in the one pass method is considered below.

3. END EFFECTS

The end effect problem is basically due to the fact that every practical load history is of a finite length and thus there must exist in every load history turning points which cannot be identified as perturbations of larger cycles simply because the turning points of those larger cycles do not occur in the given record. Hence, every range mean pair method must leave at the end of processing some unpaired “residual” turning points.

Consider Figure 6a where load histories (a) to (h) are depicted. Because the prior and subsequent load sequences for each history are unknown no range mean pair can be found in any of them (i.e. no corresponding closed stress strain hysteresis loop can be firmly identified without more information at the ends of the given sequences) and thus the conservative strategy of pairing maximum peak to minimum trough is usually adopted.

After the last turning point of the load history has been loaded into the TP stack and either the three or four point test used to check if it defines any range mean pairs, it and possibly other TP’s representing those discussed above, will remain unpaired in the TP stack. (It should be noted that the number of TP’s involved is usually very small, often only two or three, and that sequences (a) to (d) represent the residuals possible after a three point test has been used while for the four point test, (e) to (h) are also possible.)

When a four point test is used in the one pass procedure the turning point stack is emptied using the minimum trough to maximum peak method as already outlined, however when a three point test is in use, it is possible to unload the residual TP’s in the stack without changing to a different pairing process. If one considers sequences (a) to (e) of Figure 6a again, it can be seen that pairing of the turning points in the stack at the end of the load history can be accomplished by loading a large “dummy” turning point into the end of stack and using the three point test as before to pair right to left as shown in Figure 2. When the last TP is a peak the “dummy” TP is a large negative number and vice versa for a trough (e.g. – 10^30). This may necessitate further adjustments as described below.

The advantages in using the three point test for both the main processing and the end effect correction are that the computer program written to implement the method is short and simple and the execution time is similarly short even on long load histories. The disadvantage is that
in some instances the pairing of the end effect sequence is unconservative i.e. minimum trough
to maximum peak pairing does not occur.

When a load history contains an odd number of turning points one TP will obviously remain
after pairing. When the four point test is used this TP will be the peak or trough closest to
the mean of the 'residual' sequence, (e.g. one of the turning points at either end of sequences (e)
to (h) in Figure 6a) and when the three point test is used it will be the largest peak or smallest
trough in the load history. In the former instance the damage contribution is slight and can
usually be ignored, however in the latter case the damage contribution may be significant
enough to warrant adding a mean load TP to the TP stack to ensure its pairing (this is sometimes called
closing the sequence). When this nominal TP is used it is added to the stack before the dummy
to obtain conservative pairing.

For a data sequence consisting of more than one block (flight) two alternatives exist for the
application of the end effect correction. It may be used at the end of each block or at the end
of the entire sequence. The choice of either alternative is basically a philosophical one, and
may depend on many factors such as the accuracy of the data record in representing local loading
conditions e.g. for a sequence of many flights of data over which there was little change in struc-
tural condition (no crack initiation or crack growth etc.) the latter alternative may be chosen.
When the opposite is true it may be considered that applying the end effect correction at the
end of each block results in some consistency in the results (i.e. turning points are paired which
occur under similar conditions). The treatment of the 'odd' number turning point as discussed
in the previous paragraph is also relevant here as is obvious that applying the end effect correction
at the end of the entire sequence of blocks will result in only one possible 'odd' number turning
point.

One other end effect requires some consideration. Should the first and last points in the
record be considered as turning points? e.g. if Figure 7 represents an in-service load sequence
it may be argued that points A and B constitute turning points though the influence of points
A and B on the pairing is small in all cases except where the data record is very short. One
convenient method of 'closing' a sequence uses point B as follows: if the turning point stack
contains an odd number of turning points after the last true turning point has been loaded and
used to detect as many range mean pairs as possible, then point B is considered a turning point
and is loaded into the stack and used to test for range mean pairs. The pairing of the residual
history proceeds as before for the specific test used. When the reverse is true and the stack con-
tains an even number of turning points after the last true turning point has been considered
then point B is not used and end correction proceeds.

Now consider the pairs obtained when the three point one pass procedure is used to cycle
count each of the turning point sequences shown in Figure 6a using the 'nominal' and 'dummy'
TP's as relevant. The results are shown in Figure 6b and for all sequences baring c, g, f max-
peak to min-trough type pairing occurs. The influence of the less conservative pairing demon-
strated in sequences c, g, f on fatigue damage estimates is small for all but short load records.
In the latter case a four point test is substituted for a three point test and a max-peak to min-
trough pairing method used to pair off the g, e, f, h type sequences that will remain when all
range mean pairs have been removed.

The complete one pass counting method obtained by correcting the basic procedure for end
effects as above is shown schematically in Figure 8.

4. RANGE MEAN PAIR TABLE

Because of the large amount of RMP data that can be generated from long data records
a means of recording such data efficiently is desirable. The range mean pair table fulfills this
requirement and also provides a form which, as is shown in the next section, proves useful in
many areas of fatigue analysis.

The table is simply a half array with axes of peak and trough load obtained by grouping
the range mean pairs obtained from the load history into a number of cells.

Suppose that the maximum possible load existing in a given record will not exceed the
value $L_{max}$ and the minimum possible load will not be less than $L_{min}$. Then dividing this load
range into $n$ levels to give the level size $LS$, provides a basis for grouping the range mean pairs.
Consider Figure 9 where the range mean pair of load $x_1$ to load $x_2$ is shown to be represented
on the basis of levels by the range mean pair of level \((i \cdot 1)\) to level \((i \cdot 5)\). Hence the cell in the range mean pair table corresponding to this range mean pair would record a count of one. At the end of processing of a load history all range mean pairs whose trough and peak were similarly in levels \((i \cdot 1)\) and \((i \cdot 5)\) respectively would be represented in the table as a corresponding count in the same cell (Fig. 10). Similarly all other range mean pairs generated by the counting method would be grouped into their respective cells in the range mean pair table.

When the information stored in the range mean pair table is required, the load data is calculated using the minimum load \((L_{\text{min}})\) and level size (LS) values e.g. the counts shown in Figure 10 represent range mean pairs from a trough of load \(L_{\text{min}} \cdot (i \cdot 1 - 0.5)\)LS to a peak of load \(L_{\text{min}} \cdot (i \cdot 5 - 0.5)\)LS. The mean and alternating loads can then be calculated from these values accordingly. It should be noted that:

(i) The leading diagonal of the range mean pair table represents "degenerate" range mean pairs i.e. range mean pairs for which both the peak and trough lie within the one level. As the alternating load for these grouped range mean pairs is zero when determined by assigning load values to their peaks and troughs as above, they are not usually used in a fatigue damage calculation based on the range mean pair table (the S-N data used will determine if the range mean pair data contained in this diagonal should be included in the damage calculation in which case a conservative estimate of alternating load such as LS/4 could be used.)

(ii) Diagonals parallel to the leading diagonal (down left to right) represent range mean pairs with the same alternating load.

(iii) Conversely, diagonals in the opposite sense (up left to right) represent range mean pairs with the same mean load value. (Fig. 11).

(iv) The range mean pair table shown in Figure 10 as a half array can also be configured as a vector to save computer storage space.

(v) The number of levels into which the load range is divided determines the accuracy of the table in recording the range mean pairs discussed below.

In Figure 10 range mean pairs with troughs in level \(i \cdot 1\) and peaks in level \(i \cdot 5\) are shown recorded in the range mean pair table by the respective number of counts \(K\). These range mean pairs are assumed to be distributed within the given levels such that their mean value in load terms can be taken to be the mean value of those levels. Thus the smaller the level size used (i.e. the larger the number of levels) the smaller the error inherent in this assumption. A typical example of the effect of the number of levels chosen for the table on its accuracy is illustrated in Figure 12 where fatigue damage estimated for a structural component has been calculated from the individual range mean pairs of an in service record and compared with that obtained from range mean pair tables of the same data. The 'zig-zagging' effect within the envelope shown in Figure 12 is a result of the range mean pairs suddenly crossing level boundaries as the number of levels within the tables is changed. Figure 12 also indicates the rapid convergence of damage estimates obtained from the tables to the correct value as the number of levels is increased. Experience has shown thirty or more levels to be preferable for range mean pair table damage estimates though sufficient accuracy is often obtained with as few as ten levels. The table's accuracy can be checked by comparing damage calculated at processing time with that obtained from the completed table.

5. RANGE MEAN PAIR TABLE USE

The range mean pair table is used primarily for fatigue life estimation although it is useful in some of the other areas of fatigue interest given in the introduction.

Fatigue damage estimates can be obtained from the data contained in the table by calculating the damage attributable to each cell on the basis of its mean and alternating load and on the counts recorded therein. (degenerate diagonal cells are ignored) and summing in accordance with Miner's rule.

The range mean pair table also facilitates damage density calculations because of the way in which it presents ordered sets of mean and alternating load. (Fig. 11).

Fatigue meter counts of normal load factor form the basis of many in-service fatigue damage estimates. These counts can be simulated from range mean pair tables of vertical acceleration or related parameters. For a fatigue meter of \(x\) thresholds (where \(x\) is typically 8) the counts
recorded for each threshold can be found by summing all range mean pair counts within the area of the table bounded by those levels which encompass the corresponding 'cocking' and 'firing' levels, denoted respectively $L_r$ and $L_f$. This is demonstrated in Figure 13 where the smallest range mean pairs capable of registering a count for the two types of thresholds ($L_f > L_r$ and $L_f < L_r$ respectively) are shown. Thus for either threshold type a range mean pair having a peak in a higher level and a trough in a lower level than the minimum required would also register a count for that threshold. Hence the total number of counts registered for the given fatigue meter threshold is the sum of all such range mean pairs in the table, i.e. the sum of all range mean pairs in the table bounded by the respective 'cocking' and 'firing' levels.

For a fatigue meter that 'fires' all thresholds at the same value (typically 1 g) the summation can be performed cumulatively. This is illustrated in Figure 14 for positive 'cocking' values. The same procedure is used to sum vertically for negative values.

Where the objective is not to simulate the performance of a particular fatigue meter but to provide data for spectra a slight modification is utilized. From Figure 15a summing proceeds cumulatively using every level in the range mean pair table (in effect representing a fatigue meter of $n$ thresholds and variable 'cocking' and 'firing' values). This produces counts for spectra as shown in Figure 15b. Spectra for parameters other than normal load factor are produced in the same way as above from their respective range mean pair tables.

Two examples demonstrating the application of the one pass range mean pair method are given in the Appendix.

6. CONCLUSION

A method for counting range mean pair cycles has been described that can be used to process a load history of any unknown length in a single pass. The obvious benefits of this method lie in its simple implementation, speed and application to unconditioned data, (i.e. no adjustment of a load history such as setting maximum load first etc. is required).

The range mean pair table which records data two dimensionally has also been discussed with particular attention to the manner in which is can be used to enhance the capabilities of the one pass method to process and store very large amounts of data.
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When the one-pass method reaches TP(K) with the contents of the turning point stack represented as shown:
- TP(K) and TP(K−3) will detect the RMP TP(K−1), TP(K−2)
- TP(K) and TP(K−5) will detect the RMP TP(K−3), TP(K−4)
- TP(K) and TP(K−7) will detect the RMP TP(K−5), TP(K−6)

i.e.: Repetitive firing of RMPs can occur whenever a RMP test is used.

FIG. 1: THE PERTURBATION DEFINITION OF THE RANGE MEAN PAIR AND ITS CORRESPONDENCE TO STABLE CYCLIC STRESS-STRAIN HYSTERESIS LOOPS

FIG. 2: REPETITIVE PAIRING OF RANGE MEAN PAIR CYCLES BY A ONE-PASS METHOD
This type of stack cannot occur; only type (a)

FIG. 3: DERIVATION OF THE THREE-POINT TEST—SEE CYCLE DEFINITION

FIG. 4: THREE-POINT SEQUENCES
\[|TP(K-1) - TP(K-2)| \leq |TP(K) - TP(K-1)|\]

\[|TP(K-3) - TP(K-2)| \geq |TP(K-1) - TP(K-2)| \leq |TP(K) - TP(K-1)|\]

FIG. 5: THE THREE-POINT AND FOUR-POINT RANGE MEAN PAIR TESTS
FIG. 6: ILL-DEFINED RANGE MEAN PAIR SEQUENCES WITH THREE-POINT TEST PAIRING RESULTS
FIG. 7: INITIAL AND FINAL TURNING POINTS
FIG. 8: THE ONE-PASS METHOD USING THREE- AND FOUR-POINT RANGE MEAN PAIR TESTS
**FIG. 9: TABLE "GROUPING" OF RANGE MEAN PAIRS**

- **Level number**
  - \( L_{MAX} \)
  - \( n \)
  - \( n - 1 \)
  - \( n - 2 \)

- **Level boundary**
  - \( L_{MIN} \)

- **Level size**
  - \( 1 \)
  - \( 2 \)
  - \( 3 \)

- **RMP(\( x_1, x_2 \))**
  - \( i \)
  - \( i + 1 \)
  - \( i + 2 \)
  - \( i + 3 \)
  - \( i + 4 \)
  - \( i + 5 \)

- **A load value well above the maximum load expected in the load record**

- **Maximum load actually occurring**

- **Represented in range mean pair table as**
  - \( RMP(i + 1, i + 5) \)
  - See Fig. 10.

- **A load value well below the minimum load expected in the load record**

- **Minimum load actually occurring**

- **Level size-**
  - \( n \)
  - \( n - 1 \)
  - \( n - 2 \)

- \( LS = \frac{(L_{MAX} - L_{MIN})}{n} \)
FIG. 10: THE RANGE MEAN PAIR TABLE

FIG. 11: RANGE MEAN PAIR TABLE CHARACTERISTICS
Damage estimate calculated from individual range mean pairs

Envelope of damage estimates from range mean pair tables

FIG. 12: EFFECT OF NUMBER OF LEVELS ON ACCURACY OF THE RANGE MEAN PAIR TABLE
Fatigue meter threshold for which firing valve is greater than cocking valve i.e. $L_f > L_c$

Fatigue meter threshold for which cocking valve is greater than firing valve i.e. $L_f < L_c$

Minimum range mean pairs capable of registering a count for the given threshold type.

Fatigue meter count for respective threshold type is found by summing all counts in the table bounded by the $L_c$ & $L_f$ levels.

FIG. 13 - GENERATING FATIGUE METER COUNTS FROM THE RANGE MEAN PAIR TABLE.
FIG. 14 – CUMULATIVE COUNTING FOR FATIGUE METER WITH j 'COCKING' VALUES AND A SINGLE 'FIRING' VALUE.
FIG. 15 – PRODUCING SPECTRA FROM RANGE MEAN PAIR TABLES.
FIG. 16: TURNING POINT SEQUENCE FOR EXAMPLE 1
APPENDIX

In the following pages two sample load histories are used to demonstrate the one pass range mean pair method. In the first sequence, shown in Figure 16, the procedure is outlined step by step using a schematic turning point vector. In the second example a more realistic counting situation is proposed.
Example 1

The turning point sequence shown in Figure 16 is, in load terms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turning Point</th>
<th>Cycle Sequence in Turning Point Stack</th>
<th>No. of Turning Points</th>
<th>Turning Point Stack</th>
<th>Range Mean Pairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-60</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>85 -60</td>
<td>-60 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>85 -60 150</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>150 98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>150 98 350</td>
<td>98 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-256</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>350 -256</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>265</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>350 -256 265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-52</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>350 -256 265 -52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>350 -256 265 -52 120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>350 -256 265 -52 120 80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>510</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>350 -256 265 52 120 80 510</td>
<td>80 120 52 265 256 350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
End Effect Correction: Odd number of TP's remaining — Add Nominal TP $\phi = 0$, say

Last TP is a trough $\therefore$ Dummy TP $= 10^{30}$

**: Range Mean Pairs obtained by Three Point Test:

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-60</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-52</td>
<td>265</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-256</td>
<td>350</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>295</td>
<td>303</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>320</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>268</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>290</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>155</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>320</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>420</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>510</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Using the same procedure for a Four Point Test gives:

98 150
80 120
52 265
295 303
260 320
80 268
78 150
210 290
110 155

with the Turning Point Stack containing the following at the end of the sequence:

End Effect Correction: Odd number of TP's remaining: Add Nominal TP \( \phi \) = 0 say, and pair using peak-trough counting
Comparison of Results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3 Point Test</th>
<th>4 Point Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>98 150</td>
<td>98 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 120</td>
<td>80 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-52 265</td>
<td>-52 265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>295 303</td>
<td>295 303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260 320</td>
<td>260 320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 268</td>
<td>80 268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78 150</td>
<td>78 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210 290</td>
<td>210 290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110 155</td>
<td>110 155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cycles which can be identified as perturbations of larger cycles i.e. range mean pairs.

| -60 85       | -60 350      |
| -256 350     | -256 510     |
| 0 320        | 0 85         |
| 30 420       | 30 320       |
| -95 510      | -95 420      |

Cycles which cannot be identified as perturbations of larger cycles.
Example 2

The record shown overleaf contains two channels of data recorded during one flight of a monitored aircraft. The two channels, respectively normal acceleration by 100 and micro-strain at an important location, have been processed using the three point one-pass method.

Records of both sets of range mean pair data are listed. However, as pointed out previously, range mean pair tables present a more condensed and convenient form for the same data. The table of range mean pair data for channel one is included.
| -30 | -18 | -6  | 6   | 18  | 30  | 42  | 54  | 66  | 78  | 90  | 102 | 114 | 126 | 138 | 150 | 162 | 174 | 186 | 198 | 210 | 222 | 234 | 246 |
|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|
|  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |
|  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |
|  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |
|  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |
|  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |
|  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |  0  |

**Total Number of Range Pairs = 36**

*RANGE PAIR TABLE FOR DATA FROM CHANNEL 1. ie. $N_Z \times 100.$*
DISTRIBUTION

AUSTRALIA

Department of Defence

Central Office
Chief Defence Scientist 1
Deputy Chief Defence Scientist 2
Superintendent, Science and Technology Programs 3
Australian Defence Scientific and Technical Representative (UK) 4
Counsellor, Defence Science (USA) 5
Defence Library 6
Joint Intelligence Organisation 7
Assistant Secretary, D.I.S.B. 8-23

Aeronautical Research Laboratories
Chief Superintendent 24
Superintendent, Structures Division 25
Structures Divisional File 26
Author: R. C. Fraser 27
Library 28
D. G. Ford 29
P. J. Howard 30
D. J. Sherman 31
D. Graham 32

Materials Research Laboratories
Library 33

Defence Research Centre, Salisbury
Library 34

Central Studies Establishment
Information Centre 35

Engineering Development Establishment
Library 36

RAN Research Laboratory
Library 37

Navy Office
Naval Scientific Adviser 38

Army Scientific Adviser
Army Scientific Adviser 39
Royal Military College 40
US Army Standardisation Group 41

Air Force Office
Air Force Scientific Adviser 42
Aircraft Research and Development Unit 43
Technical Division Library 44
D. Air Eng 45
HQ Support Command (SENGSO) 46
### Department of Productivity

**Government Aircraft Factories**
- Library
- R. Hutton
- M. Cameron

### Department of Transport

- Secretary
- Library
- Airworthiness Group: C. Torkington
- R. Douglas

### Statutory, State Authorities and Industry

- Australian Atomic Energy Commission, Director
- CSIRO Mechanical Engineering Division, Chief
- CSIRO Materials Science, Director
- Qantas, Library
- Trans Australia Airlines, Library
- Ansett Airlines of Australia, Library
- BHP Central Research Laboratories, N.S.W.
- BHP Melbourne Research Laboratories
- Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation:
  - H. Granow
  - R. Keays
  - R. Beckett
- Hawker de Havilland Pty. Ltd., Librarian, Bankstown

### Universities and Colleges

- Adelaide: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
- Australian National: Library
- Flinders: Library
- James Cook: Library
- Latrobe: Library
- Melbourne: Professor Whitten, Mechanical Engineering
- Monash: Library
- New South Wales: Professor R. A. A. Bryant, Mech. and Ind. Eng.
- Queensland: Library
- Sydney: Professor G. A. Bird, Aeronautical Engineering
- Queensland: The Head, Mechanical Engineering
- Tasmania: Engineering Library
- West Australia: Library
- R.M.I.T.: Library

### CANADA

- CAARC Co-ordinator Structures
- NRC, National Aeronautics Establishment, Library

### Universities

- McGill: Library
- Toronto: Institute for Aerospace Studies
- Waterloo: Department of Mechanical Engineering
- Department of Civil Engineering
FRANCE
AGARD Library 91
AMD-BA D. Chaumette 92
M. Peyrony 93
ONERA Library 94
Service de Documentation, Technique de l’Aeronautique 95

GERMANY
Deutsche Luft-und Raumfahrt 96
ZLDI 97
Industrie-anlagen Betriebsges 98
Laboratorium für Betriebsfestigkeit 99

INDIA
CAARC Co-ordinator Structures 100
Civil Aviation Department, Director 101
Defence Ministry, Aero Development Establishment, Library 102
Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd, Library 103
Indian Institute of Technology, Library 104
National Aeronautical Laboratory, Director 105

INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE ON AERONAUTICAL FATIGUE
Through Australian Representative 106-130

ISRAEL
Technion—Israel Institute of Technology, Professor J. Singer 131

ITALY
Associazione Italiana di Aeronautica e Astronautica, Professor Evla 132
Aeronautica Macchi, Dr Bazocchi 133
Universities
Pisa Dr Salvetti 134

JAPAN
National Aerospace Laboratory, Library 135
Universities
Tohoku (Sendai) Library 136
Tokyo Institute of Space and Aeroscience 137

NETHERLANDS
Central Org. for Applied Science Research TNO, Library 138
National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) Library 139

NEW ZEALAND
Defence Scientific Establishment, Library 140
Transport Ministry, Civil Aviation Division, Library 141
Universities
Canterbury Library 142
Mr F. Fahy, Mechanical Engineering 143

SWEDEN
Aeronautical Research Institute 144
Chalmers Institute of Technology, Library 145
Kungliga Tekniska Hogskolan 146
SAAB-Scania, Library 147
SWITZERLAND

Swiss Federal Aircraft Factory, F · W:
A. Jordi
R. Kaelin

UNITED KINGDOM

Aeronautical Research Council, Secretary
CAARC, Secretary
Royal Aircraft Establishment, Library, Farnborough
Military Vehicles Engineering Establishment
National Engineering Laboratories, Superintendent
British Library, Science Reference Library
British Library, Lending Division
Naval Construction Research Establishment, Superintendent
CAARC Co-ordinator Structures
Aircraft Research Association, Library
British Non-Ferrous Metals Research Association
British Ship Research Association
Fulmer Research Institute Ltd, Research Director
Motor Industries Research Association, Director
Science Museum Library
Welding Institute, Library
British Aerospace Corporation, Military Aircraft Division
British Aerospace Corporation, Commercial Aviation Division
British Hovercraft Corporation Ltd, Library
Short Brothers Ltd
Westland Helicopters Ltd

Universities and Colleges

Bristol Library, Engineering Department
Cambridge Library, Engineering Department
London Professor A. D. Young, Aero. Engineering
Manchester Library
Nottingham Library
Sheffield Library, Engineering Department
Southampton Library
Strathclyde Library
Cranfield Institute of Technology Library
Imperial College The Head

Department of Aeronautical Engineering

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility
Sandia Group Research Organisation
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Applied Mechanics Reviews
The John Crerar Library
Boeing Co. Head Office
Cessna Aircraft Co., Executive Engineer
Lockheed Aircraft Co., Director
McDonnell Douglas Corporation, Director
Battelle Memorial Institute, Library
Calspan Corporation

Universities

Arizona Professor B. J. Johnstone, Civil Engineering
California Dr M. Holt, Department of Aerosciences
Florida Aero. Engineering Department
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Faculty Member</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harvard</td>
<td>Professor G. F. Carrier, Applied Math.</td>
<td></td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johns Hopkins</td>
<td>Professor S. Corrsin, Mechanical Eng.</td>
<td></td>
<td>197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Princeton</td>
<td>Professor G. L. Mellor, Mechanics</td>
<td></td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford</td>
<td>Department of Aeronautics, Library</td>
<td></td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polytechnic Institute of New York</td>
<td>Aeronautical Laboratories Library</td>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California Institute of Technology</td>
<td>Guggenheim Aeronautical Labs, Library</td>
<td></td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts Inst. of Technology</td>
<td>Library</td>
<td></td>
<td>202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spares</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>203–220</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>